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PORTRONICS K1 Mechanical GAMING KEY BOARD
Mechanical Gaming Keyboard: Dominate your
opponents easily with Portronics K1, a keyboard
designed especially for gamers. This keyboard
with multicolored keys, RGB lights and more is a
perfect addition to your gaming setup.
Model Name :K1
Model ID :POR 2037
Product Type :Keyboard
Colour :Blue
Switch Type :Mechanical (Tactile)
Connectivity:Wired (USB Cable)
Cable Length:1.5 metres
Layout:Full-sized with 104 Keys
Type Life:50 Million Keystrokes
Special Features:Multi-color Backlighting, 20+
Lighting Effects, Anti-Ghosting Keys
Cable Length:1.5 metres
Compatibility:Windows 11, macOS 12 & higher
Material:Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS)
Dimensions (cm) :48.2 x 17.7 x 5.5
Weight :1,000 grams

Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹1,999.00 Original price was: ₹1,999.00.₹
874.00Current price is: ₹874.00. ₹1,031.32 : Price incl.
GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Keyboard
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https://qualicorpgifts.com/product/portronics-mechanical-gaming-key-board/
https://qualicorpgifts.com/product-category/electronic-products-gifts-in-bangalore-india/keyboard/


PORTRONICS K1 Mechanical GAMING KEY BOARD

PrecisionGaming Keyboard
Mechanical Gaming Keyboard: Dominate your opponents easily with Portronics K1, a
keyboard designed especially for gamers. This keyboard with multicolored keys, RGB lights
and more is a perfect addition to your gaming setup.
Blue Tactile Switches: The distinct bump of the blue tactile keys ensures accurate
keypresses, reducing errors for improved typing and gaming. Enjoy a satisfying feel and
heightened performance in fast-paced gaming scenarios.
Anti-Ghosting Keys: Enjoy flawless gaming precision with anti-ghosting keys. Press
multiple keys simultaneously, and every command registers accurately, and dominates
your gameplay easily. No need to worry about missed commands anymore.
50 Million Keystrokes: With K1, you do not need to worry about
your keyboard malfunctioning in the middle of an intense gaming battle. It has a lifespan
of 50 million keystrokes to provide a reliable and extended usage experience.
Multiple Lighting Modes: Equipped with vibrant RGB lighting effects, the keyboard is
perfect for both work and gaming, day or night. Enjoy 20+ dynamic modes, adjustable
brightness, and flowing speed for a personalized touch.
Full-Sized Backlit Keyboard: With a 104-key layout, our keyboard ensures efficient
multitasking & quick access to complex key combinations. The backlights add a cool
aesthetic and also help during low-light environments.
5m Long Cable: The wired keyboard comes attached with a 1.5m plug-and-play cable for
connecting to your laptop or PC. The cable’s long length offers flexibility, allowing you to
place your keyboard wherever you're most comfortable.
Ergonomic Comfort: To enhance comfort during prolonged keyboard use, while gaming
or typing, the keyboard has raised kickstands. These kickstands put your wrist in a
comfortable position so that you can focus better on your tasks.
12-months Warranty

Click Here : Brand ALECT is a renowned bag manufacturer that offers a wide range of
customized bags, including backpacks, laptop bags, gym bags, duffel bags, and more. Their
products are crafted with utmost care and precision to ensure superior quality and customer
satisfaction.
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